System Performance
& PRODUCT ASSURANCE

Professional Design & Support
Powerful Signal LLC has been providing cell signal booster solutions since 2007. We offer extensive experience
in product selection, system design, nationwide installation, multi-site roll-out, and post-sale support.
Powerful Signal’s PROWAY large building solutions use Bi-Directional Amplifiers to evenly distribute signal
throughout the structure. This cellular equipment is Carrier Agnostic and meets all current FCC standards and
certifications. Our solutions and equipment will cover all major carriers for voice calls, 3G data, and 4G LTE data.
Note: The current equipment does not cover the Sprint Spark network.

Our Professional Commitment
We stand behind our solutions, offering full-service warranty, return and replacement, and installation support.
Live personal assistance is never more than a phone call away. (866-912-3444 MST 8am - 5pm M-F)
When required communication and information is collected and provided, we will fix any cellular signal.
PROWAY Custom Passive DAS Solutions are designed to meet carrier specifications for signal strength within the
building. Our systems are designed to provide a minimum of -90dB of cellular signal to 90% of the building. While
the values of bar readouts on phones vary between service providers and manufacturers, on average -90dB is
considered to be 3 bars of signal. This is a sufficient amount of signal to make, receive, and maintain good phone
calls as well as allow for data usage on both the 3G and 4G networks.
We maintain the system design records for all customers. When a carrier tower changes, a building expands, or
floor plans are modified, Powerful Signal can review your previous design plans and determine what changes
need to be made to your passive DAS cell signal solution. You might forget what we installed, but we won’t.

Lifetime Professional Support
Powerful Signal PROWAY solutions come with Lifetime Technical Support.
Amplification equipment is warrantied for 3 years against
manufacturer defect.

Contact Us
Our experience and knowledge is unmatched
with complete passive DAS solutions.
Allow Powerful Signal to fix your signal.
866-912-3444

Direct: 435-634-6800 • Toll Free: 866-912-3444
lee.stack@powerfulsignal.com
www.PowerfulSignal.com

